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- Lagging behind
- Losing compatibility with Linux stuff
- Custom solutions needed
- (or wrapper shims)
- (trying to avoid that)
General portability tips

LINUX APIs

LINUX APIs EVERYWHERE
Overview

- We have a very diverse ecosystem.
- This includes a wide range of operating systems.
- Not all operating system have the same features.
- Writing portable software is painful, but very much worth it.
- And the end result comes out cleaner.
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- Write general code
- If you need any specific functionality, design a high level API for it
- Use this API from your code
- Write OS specific backends implementing this API
- Abstracted, high level, easy to write, easy to maintain
KISS principle

Plays an important role

Keep your API simple and as general purpose as possible

Don’t implement very specific features

Instead always ask yourself a question:

Can I generalize this? Can this be reused?
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▶ Plays an important role
▶ Keep your API simple and as general purpose as possible
▶ Don’t implement very specific features
▶ Instead always ask yourself a question:
▶ **Can I generalize this? Can this be reused?**
Don’t repeat yourself!

Write reusable code
And actually reuse it
The worst thing you can do is copy paste a snippet in 10 places
Any update will force you to update it in all 10 places
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- Operating systems are the typical thing you imagine by portability
- But it also includes hardware architectures
- And programming languages (bindings)
- And rendering APIs
- Sound architectures
- And others
Enlightenment/EFL overview

I SHOULD WRITE A LIBRARY
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EFL portability problems

USE LIBUDEV THEY SAID

IT WILL WORK FINE THEY SAID
Build system

EFL uses GNU Autotools

Autotools is a terrible monster that eats little children

But it works acceptably on Unix-like systems

It's problematic on Windows

And kind of on OS X

No real alternatives

Potential alternatives so far proved to be worse

Had to go with the lesser evil
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- Works on all supported platforms
- Can use epoll on Linux for better performance
- Therefore we should also have kqueue support
- Cleanup is needed - move the epoll parts out of mainloop source
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- Solution for evdev?
- GSoC 2014 implements evdev in FreeBSD, but not yet upstream
- Other BSDs? Have everyone implement evdev?
- Or split away the evdev stuff and write OS specific backends?
- Also needs libwayland - need to wait for Wayland ports
- Blocks on ecore_drm
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- Linux infra changes made an already difficult thing even more difficult
- Code modularization and abstraction is needed
- Build system might not be ideal, but it’s the best we have
- Windows support is a little painful
- Same goes for Mac
- Improvements are coming :)}
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